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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a semi-analytical homogenization model for Soft Magnetic Composites (SMCs), providing the effective magnetic
behavior and the level of Eddy Current (EC) losses. Both linear and nonlinear magnetic behavior are considered. A magnetic circuit made
of SMC is then modeled with a Finite Element Model (FEM). The size of heterogeneities of SMC being much smaller than the device size,
the proposed approach relieves the burden of a very fine mesh in the FEM, by using the effective properties of an equivalent homogeneous
material. The approach is validated by comparing the results on the homogenized magnetic circuit with the ones obtained from a computa-
tionally heavy FEM describing the heterogeneities with a very fine mesh. The results show that the homogenized model provides a very
accurate description of the magnetic behavior and EC losses of SMC for both linear and nonlinear cases.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0031226

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft Magnetic Composites (SMCs) are a new type of material
created by powder metallurgy technology or 3D printing.1 They
consist in a collection of ferromagnetic particles embedded in a
dielectric insulating polymer matrix. Ferromagnetic materials
ensure a relatively high permeability of the composite while the
dielectric matrix confines the Eddy Current (EC) within each parti-
cle, thus greatly reducing the EC losses of the composite. Contacts
between particles may happen, thus increasing the permeability of
the composite2 but also increasing EC losses. Continuous research
on SMC has shown a wide range of applications.3,4 To design elec-
tric devices using SMC, the effective magnetic behavior and the
losses are the two dominant points to take into consideration.

Losses in magnetic materials can be classically separated into
three components:5–7 static hysteresis, EC losses (also named classical
losses), and excess losses. On one hand, static hysteresis and excess
losses in SMC are local effects related to domain-wall movements in
the ferromagnetic particles. The typical scale for the description of
static and excess losses is the micrometer (magnetic domain scale).

Extensions of the standard statistical theory of losses, based on loss
separation, to the case of SMC have been proposed.8 However, if the
standard approaches can be applied to static and excess components
of losses, EC losses on the other hand are strongly related to the
microstructure of the composite. They mainly depend on the par-
ticle shapes and sizes, and also on the contacts between particles.
Models for estimating the losses in SMC already exist and can be
categorized into two main streams: numerical approaches vs ana-
lytical approaches.

Numerical models, usually based on Finite Element Methods
(FEMs), are very powerful approaches, which can fully describe the
dependence of the macroscopic magnetic behavior2,9 and the EC
losses10–13 upon the microstructure. Such models can consider the
nonlinear magnetic behavior of the ferromagnetic particles, but
these approaches are computationally expensive. For example, a
statistical study on the microstructure parameters (shape, size, and
arrangement of inclusions) requires to run the model for each reali-
zation of the microstructure, which would lead to a very expensive
computation.
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Analytical or semi-analytical models are computationally light
approaches, which can be easily implemented in the studies of
electromagnetic devices made of SMC. However, their range of val-
idity is sometimes considered limited compared to numerical
approaches. This is probably due to the fact that most applications
of analytical models deal with linear magnetic behavior, periodic
microstructures, perfect insulation between particles, or low fre-
quency range. However, as will be shown in this paper, the range of
validity of analytical and semi-analytical models can be extended to
a broader set of assumptions.

Many analytical models for SMC are based on the definition of
a complex permeability in the harmonic regime. Effective complex
electromagnetic properties are a useful tool to model the behavior of
composites with linear properties.14 Effective complex permeability,
permittivity, or conductivity can be used to study the electromagnetic
behavior of composites in various applications.15–17 Complex perme-
ability deals easily with high frequency magnetic effects for magnetic
circuit applications,18,19 where the imaginary part directly reflects the
power dissipation.20–22 Complex permeability models have also been
applied to homogenize the multi-turn coil of magnetic circuits23 and
can consider the skin effect. A similar approach has been applied to
the periodic SMC with circular or spherical inclusions at low fre-
quency24 but limited so far to relatively low ferromagnetic particle
concentrations. Another category of analytical models can also deal
with the nonlinear magnetization of SMC.25 But no analytical model
provides a description of EC losses in the case of nonlinear magnetic
behavior.

In this paper, the equivalent complex permeability approach is
first used for high concentration SMC with a periodic microstructure
and linear magnetic behavior. A more advanced model, still based
on analytical formulas, is then developed for considering nonlinear
magnetization of iron inclusions. This model also enables the estima-
tion of EC losses. Last, the developed homogenized model of SMC is
implemented in FEM for the study of a magnetic circuit in order to
evaluate their relevance to engineering applications.

II. HOMOGENIZATION

The study case for this paper is a magnetic circuit as depicted
in Fig. 1.

It is made of high concentration periodic SMC with square
iron inclusions. The copper coils are wound to provide the mag-
netic field input to the magnetic circuit.

In Secs. II B and II C, the homogenization models are pre-
sented. First, the magnetic behavior of the periodic cell is homoge-
nized with a classical mixing rule. In a second step, the EC loss
density of the periodic cell is estimated.

A. Microstructure

SMCs exhibit 3D microstructures, but this study will only con-
sider a 2D magnetic circuit made of 2D SMC (with infinitely long
inclusions along the third direction). The proposed homogeniza-
tion approach still applies to 3D microstructures, but the FEM
study of a 3D magnetic circuit made of 3D SMC would require to
solve a very heavy numerical system. The goal of this study is to
evaluate the performance of the homogenization model, which can
be achieved with 2D structures.

The 2D SMC problem can be separated into two different
cases depending on the direction of the magnetic field excitation.
The first case considers an applied magnetic field perpendicular to
the 2D domain leading to a uniform magnetic field. Corresponding
analytical or semi-analytical models have already been proposed
with a similar approach to calculate EC losses for laminated steel26

and for SMC.27 This case is relatively easy to homogenize with a
Wiener mixing rule.28 Nonlinear magnetic behavior can be
handled with a simple secant linearization scheme.

The second case considers the magnetic field in the 2D plane.
In that case, the magnetic field is generally nonuniform in the dif-
ferent phases. Numerical methods can usually provide an accurate
description of the magnetic field but analytical mixing rules for
linear behavior (based on mean field approaches) also exist. For
nonlinear behavior, homogenization is usually more complicated
because the distribution of the magnetic field needs to be accurately
determined but accurate estimates for the macroscopic magnetic
behavior can still be built.25,29 For example, semi-analytical models
can be based on various secant or tangent linearization schemes.

In our study, the microstructure is well defined as a periodic
cell made of a square inclusion of iron (permeability μ2, or nonlin-
ear magnetization curve, and conductivity σ2) insulated by a thin
layer of epoxy (permeability μ1, null conductivity). Figure 2 indi-
cates the geometric properties of the unit cell, representing a filling
factor of iron inclusions ξ2 of 96:04%.

B. Magnetic behavior

The homogenized magnetic behavior can be described by the
effective permeability eμ, which links the macroscopic magnetic field
H to the macroscopic magnetic induction B over the unit cell,

B ¼ hB(x)i ¼ hμ(x) �H(x)i ¼ eμ � hH(x)i ¼ eμ �H, (1)

where h�i is a volume average operator over the unit cell, x is
the position vector on the unit cell, μ(x) is the local permeability,

FIG. 1. Sketch of a magnetic circuit made of SMC with square iron inclusions.
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H(x) is the local magnetic field, and B(x) is the local magnetic
induction.

In the case of linear magnetic behavior, eμ is constant. In the
case of nonlinear magnetic behavior, eμ depends on the magnitude
of the magnetic loading.

1. Linear behavior

For a small magnitude of loadings, the iron magnetic behavior
can be modeled with a linear constitutive law. In such a case, the
classical Maxwell Garnett (MG) estimate eμMG is an accurate model
for the effective permeability,30

eμMG ¼ μ2 þ μ1ð Þ þ μ2 � μ1ð Þξ2
μ2 þ μ1ð Þ � μ2 � μ1ð Þξ2

μ1: (2)

This estimate was originally developed for the case of dilute ellip-
soidal inclusions, but it is also an accurate estimate in this study
since the magnetic field is quasi-uniform in the inclusions because
of the high volume fraction (ξ2 . 95%) of inclusions.

As long as the frequency is low enough, the magnetic field
induced by EC can be neglected and the assumption of a uniform
magnetic field in the inclusions is valid. For high frequencies, this
assumption is not valid anymore.

The limitation of the model regarding the frequency will be
discussed in Sec. III.

2. Nonlinear behavior

For higher magnitudes of magnetic loading, iron magnetic
behavior may reach saturation (see Fig. 3).

Similarly to the linear case, the assumption of a uniform mag-
netic field in the inclusions is still valid for nonlinear magnetic

behavior, because of the very high filling factor of inclusions.
Therefore, the whole inclusion behavior can be linearized into a
unique secant permeability value μs2, which depends on the mag-
netic field in the inclusion H2. MG estimate will then give an accu-
rate effective permeability value depending on the macroscopic
loading (the macroscopic magnetic field H).

This problem can be solved iteratively, thanks to the localiza-
tion32 of the magnetic field H2 in the inclusions33 (see Fig. 4).

C. EC losses

The EC loss density U is defined as the average Joule losses
dissipated on the unit cell during a wave period,

U ¼
ðT
0
J(x, t) � E(x, t) dt

� �
, (3)

where T is the period of the loading (frequency f ), J(x, t) is the
local current density, and E(x, t) is the local electric field. The
current density J(x, t) relates to the electric field E(x, t) through
the local electrical conductivity σ(x),

J(x, t) ¼ σ(x) � E(x, t): (4)

Since epoxy exhibits a very low conductivity (considered null
in this study), the EC loss density for a unit cell can be written as

U ¼ ξ2σ2

ðT
0
E(x, t)2 dt

� �
2

, (5)

with h�i2 the volume average operator over the iron particle only.

1. Linear behavior

When the magnetic loading is harmonic and under the assump-
tion of linear magnetic behavior, then the induced electric field is

FIG. 2. Geometric parameters of the periodic cell of SMC with square iron
inclusions (the scale is not respected).

FIG. 3. Magnetization curve of iron.31
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also harmonic and the time integral in Eq. (5) can be modified as

U ¼ ξ2σ2

2f
hE*

2(x) � E2(x)i2, (6)

where E2(x) is the local complex magnitude of the electric field in
the iron inclusion, and superscript * indicates a complex conjugate
operation.

Under the same assumption that the magnetic field H2

(with complex magnitude components H2x and H2y in the Cartesian
coordinate system) in iron particles is uniform (assumption used for

the determination of the effective permeability), the induced electric
field E2(x) in the iron square inclusion is equal to

E2(x) ¼ �j2πf μ2 H2xy � H2yx
� �

~uz , (7)

where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates (with origin at the
center of the square inclusion), and ~uz is the unit vector perpendicu-
lar to the 2D domain.

Replacing the electric field in the inclusion into Eq. (6), and
averaging over the iron inclusion leads to

U ¼ π2

6
f ξ2L

2
2σ2μ

2
2 H

*
2 �H2: (8)

This expression can be written as a function the macroscopic
complex magnetic field magnitude H by the same localization rule
shown in Fig. 4 using the effective permeability eμMG from Eq. (2).
Finally, the EC loss density is equal to

U ¼ 2π2

3
f ξ2L

2
2σ2

μ1μ2
μ2 þ μ1ð Þ � μ2 � μ1ð Þξ2

� �2

H
* �H: (9)

Analytical homogenization models23 can also deal with a
heterogeneous magnetic field distribution in iron particles due to
skin effect at high frequencies, but such approaches are only valid
for linear magnetic behavior. When nonlinear magnetic behavior
is considered, the use of a numerical approach is unavoidable
(for example, Cauer–Circuit elements obtained through a FEM12).

2. Nonlinear behavior

In the case of nonlinear magnetic behavior of iron, the
induced electric field is not sinusoidal anymore under harmonic
loading, meaning that Eq. (6) does not hold anymore.

Using again the assumption that the magnetic field H2(t)
[or magnetic induction B2(t), with components B2x(t) and B2y(t)
in the Cartesian coordinate system] is uniform in the iron inclu-
sion, the electric field E(x, t) in the inclusion is equal to

E(x, t) ¼ � @B2x(t)
@t

y � @B2y(t)

@t
x

� �
~uz: (10)

Then, evaluating the volume average operation in Eq. (5)
leads to

U ¼ ξ2σ2L22
12

ðT
0

@B2(t)
@t

� �2

dt: (11)

B2(t) can be expressed as a function of the macroscopic induc-
tion B(t) thanks to a localization rule similar to the one in Fig. 4,32

B2(t) ¼ 1
ξ2

1� μ1eμsMG

1� μ1
μs2

B(t) ¼ αB(t), (12)

with α a coefficient depending on B(t).

FIG. 4. Iterative scheme for the determination of the macroscopic nonlinear
magnetic behavior.
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In the studied case in this paper, for a volume fraction of
inclusion of 96.04% and with the magnetization curve shown in
Fig. 3, α can be approximated to a constant value. Indeed, because
in most cases μs2 � μ1, one can write

α � 2
1þ ξ2

: (13)

Finally, given the macroscopic magnetic induction B(t) over a
time period, the EC loss density for a unit cell can be retrieved
with the following expression:

U ¼ ξ2σ2L22α
2

12

ðT
0

@B(t)
@t

� �2

dt: (14)

III. RESULTS

In order to validate the model, a single unit cell will be first
modeled by FEM and the results will be compared to the homoge-
nized formulas determined in Sec. II.

In a second time, a magnetic circuit made of SMC (similar to
the one shown in Fig. 1) will be modeled by FEM with two
approaches: one modeling the iron inclusions, and one using homog-
enized properties. The comparison of the results will evaluate the
relevance of homogenized properties for the study of electromagnetic
devices made of SMC.

A. Parameters

Iron behavior is characterized by an electrical conductivity
σ2 ¼ 1:12� 107 S=m. The magnetic behavior is shown in Fig. 3 for
the nonlinear behavior or by a constant permeability μ2 ¼ 1200μ0
(μ0 is the vacuum permeability) for the linear models. Epoxy will
be modeled by a null electrical conductivity and a permeability
μ1 ¼ μ0. The relative dielectric permittivity is set to 1 for both
materials.

B. Unit cell

A unit cell constituted of a single iron inclusion embedded in
epoxy is modeled with FEM. When magnetic linear behavior is
considered for iron inclusions, a harmonic study is used, leading to
complex solutions. When nonlinear magnetic behavior is consid-
ered, a time-domain study is used.

1. Magnetic field distribution

The models developed in the previous section strongly rely on
the assumption of a uniform magnetic field/induction in the iron
inclusion.

In order to assess the validity of this assumption, the uniform-
ity of the magnetic field H(x) in the iron particle is evaluated
according to its variance V2,

V2 ¼ hH*(x) �H(x)i2 � hH*(x)i2 � hH(x)i2
hH*(x)i2 � hH(x)i2

: (15)

Figure 5 shows the variance V2, estimated from the FEM
model, for different frequency values f in the case of linear mag-
netic behavior for iron.

It can be concluded that, for low frequency values
(f , 10 kHz), the variance is less than 1%, which means the uni-
formity assumption used in the homogenization models should
provide accurate estimates for effective permeability and EC loss
density. For higher frequencies (f . 10 kHz), the magnetic field
induced by eddy currents (skin effect) cannot be neglected anymore,
meaning that the developed models may become inaccurate.

In the case of nonlinear magnetic behavior for iron, the
uniformity of the magnetic field remains valid.

2. Effective magnetic behavior

Figure 6 shows the effective permeability eμ of the unit cell for
different inclusion sizes L2 when iron exhibits a linear magnetic
behavior.

It can be seen that the MG estimate eμMG [Eq. (2)] is very accu-
rate in that case, which was expected since the magnetic field in
the iron inclusion can be considered as uniform. The error between
the homogenization model and the FEM (considered as the reference
result) concerning the effective permeability is less than 0:5%
(the higher the volume fraction ξ2 is, the lower the error is).

For nonlinear magnetic behavior of iron, Fig. 7 shows the
quasi-static magnetization response of the unit cell.

It can be concluded that the homogenization model is very
accurate since the results are very close to the ones from FEM.
The error in the predicted macroscopic induction B is less than
0:5% in the linear part of the magnetization curve and even lower
in the saturation part.

3. EC loss density

Figure 8 shows the predicted EC loss density U of the unit cell
when linear magnetic behavior of iron is considered, and for

FIG. 5. Variance V2 of the magnetic field in iron particles for different frequency
values f determined from a harmonic FEM on a unit cell with linear magnetic
behavior for iron. Unit cell size: L1 ¼ 50 μm, L2 ¼ 49 μm.
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different inclusion sizes L2. The loading is a sinusoidal magnetic
induction with a fixed magnitude of 1T and a frequency of 1 kHz.

The homogenization estimate for EC loss density U [Eq. (9)]
gives very satisfying results. The error with FEM results is less than
0:1% and similarly to the observation for effective permeability, the
higher the volume fraction ξ2, the lower the error.

Figure 9 shows the EC loss density of the unit cell when non-
linear magnetic behavior for iron is considered, for different load-
ings. The loadings are sinusoidal macroscopic magnetic fields with
different magnitudes H and a fixed frequency of 1 kHz.

Again, the homogenization model provides a very accurate
estimate of EC loss density U for the unit cell, even when the

magnetic behavior of iron is nonlinear. However, it is noticed that
homogenization systematically overestimates the EC loss density U
in the nonlinear case (Fig. 9), when compared to the reference
value obtained by FEM. The error actually increases with the mac-
roscopic magnetic field magnitude H, being less than 0.1% for low
magnitudes (H , 15 kA=m, which corresponds to the linear mag-
netic behavior for the iron particle) and increasing up to 1% for
higher magnitudes H (when the iron particle attains magnetic satu-
ration during the time period).

FIG. 7. Macroscopic magnetization response of the unit cell. Unit cell size:
L1 ¼ 50 μm, L2 ¼ 49 μm. Frequency: f ¼ 1 kHz.

FIG. 6. Effective permeability with linear magnetic behavior of iron for different
inclusion sizes L2. Unit cell size: L1 ¼ 50 μm.

FIG. 8. EC loss density with linear magnetic behavior of iron for different iron
inclusion sizes L2. Unit cell size: L1 ¼ 50 μm. Fixed magnitude of macroscopic
flux density: B ¼ 1 T. Frequency: f ¼ 1 kHz.

FIG. 9. EC loss density with nonlinear magnetic behavior of iron for different
macroscopic magnetic field magnitudes H. Unit cell size: L1 ¼ 50 μm,
L1 ¼ 49 μm. Frequency: f ¼ 1 kHz.
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4. Discussion

These results show that the macroscopic behavior of a unit cell
of SMC can be homogenized with analytical tools. The macroscopic
magnetic behavior (effective permeability or magnetization curve)
and EC loss density can be estimated with a very high accuracy.

The key assumption making this model accurate is the uni-
formity of the magnetic field in the particles. It means that the
model remains accurate for high concentration SMC, for any size
of particles (as long as the frequency does not bring skin effect), or
for any (convex) magnetization curve for the particle. For more
generic microstructures (particles of different sizes), a statistical
approach of the size distribution34 showed interesting results in the
linear case and may be transposed to handle nonlinear magnetic
behavior too.

For higher frequencies with the appearance of skin effect, the
use of numerical tools such as FEM would be necessary for deter-
mining the magnetic field and EC distribution.

In Sec. III C, a magnetic circuit made of SMC will be
modeled. It will be verified that the homogenized properties are
not only relevant for a unit cell of SMC but also for the study of a
magnetic device.

C. Magnetic circuit

A magnetic circuit made of SMC such as the one depicted in
Fig. 1 is modeled with FEM. Because of the symmetry, only half of
the magnetic circuit is modeled.

Two Finite Element (FE) models are designed as:

• heterogeneous SMC: a FE model, taking into account every iron
inclusions (with electrical conductivity) embedded in epoxy and

• homogeneous SMC: a FE model, using homogenized properties
for SMC (no electrical conductivity).

If the magnetic circuit size was in the order of cm or dm, the
first FE model would be computationally massive because of the
small inclusion size (49 μm in this study), especially for time-
domain studies with nonlinear magnetic behavior. The magnetic
circuit modeled in this paper has a size of 3 mm in order to handle
a reasonably sized numerical system, but without loss of generality
since the purpose of this section is to validate the homogenization
models for the study of magnetic devices made of SMC.

For the second FE model using homogenized properties, it
should be noted that the mesh required to model the geometry is
much coarser, leading to a much smaller numerical system than for
the first FE model. However, for the sake of comparing the two
models, the geometry corresponding to every unit cell (a 50 μm
square) is still modeled and will be referred to as “virtual cell” later.

The same external sinusoidal current density (with frequency
f ¼ 1 kHz) is forced in the copper coils of both models.

1. Linear magnetic behavior

Since the magnetic behavior of iron is linear, the FEM studies
are harmonic studies. For the homogeneous SMC model, the prop-
erties are modeled with a complex permeability eμ,

eμ ¼ eμMG � jeμEC , (16)

where eμEC models the EC losses. Following Ref. 24, the imaginary
part of this complex permeability can be determined by loss
equivalence,

U ¼ πeμECH* �H: (17)

Then, using Eq. (8) leads to

eμEC ¼ 2π
3
f ξ2L

2
2σ2

μ1μ2
μ2 þ μ1ð Þ � μ2 � μ1ð Þξ2

� �2

: (18)

In order to quantitatively compare the prediction of EC losses from
the homogenized SMC, Eq. (17) will be averaged on every virtual
cell with

eU ¼ πeμEChH*(x) �H(x)ivc, (19)

where the operator h�ivc indicates a volume average over a virtual cell.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of magnetic induction for

both models. It can be seen that the homogenized model predicts a
magnetic induction distribution very similar to the heterogeneous

FIG. 10. Norm of the harmonic magnetic induction kBk (unit: T) in the mag-
netic circuit with linear magnetic properties. (a) Heterogeneous SMC (maximum
induction: 16.0 T). (b) Homogeneous SMC (maximum induction: 14.6 T).
Colormaps are saturated (data with kBk . 6 T exhibit the same color as
kBk ¼ 6 T ).
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model, demonstrating that the homogenized permeability accu-
rately represents the macroscopic magnetic behavior in that case.

By looking to the heterogeneous model in Fig. 10(a), it seems
that the assumption of a uniform magnetic field in iron inclusions
is valid for most of the inclusions. Only a few of them, mainly
located in the inner corners of the magnetic circuit, show a hetero-
geneous magnetic distribution. It is expected that the homogenized
model will be less accurate for these inclusions because the homog-
enization assumption fails.

Distribution of magnetic induction in the airgap (red line in
Fig. 1) is also verified in Fig. 11. It can be observed that both the
real and imaginary parts of the magnetic induction in the airgap
are correctly predicted by the homogenized model, the error
staying below 1%. It definitely confirms that homogenizing the
magnetic circuit with a complex permeability is a valid approach in
this study.

The distribution of the out-of-plane (z direction) eddy current
in the heterogeneous model (with no current in epoxy) is shown in
Fig. 12. Each inclusion exhibits a null net current, showing a
perfect insulation condition. The inclusions exhibiting the highest
induced current density are located in the inner corners of the
magnetic circuit, due to the high magnetic induction value as
shown in Fig. 10(a).

Figure 13(a) shows the EC loss density U determined for
every unit cell from Eq. (6) on the heterogeneous model and
Fig. 13(b) shows the EC loss density eU predicted from Eq. (19) on
the homogeneous model. Again, the EC loss distribution in the
magnetic circuit seems to be accurately predicted by the homoge-
nized model.

For the sake of evaluating the accuracy of the homogenization
model, the relative error ξ (in %) of EC loss density predicted by

the homogenized model (eU) compared to the one from heteroge-
neous model (U) is shown in Fig. 14,

ξ(%) ¼
eU � U
U

� 100: (20)

FIG. 11. Real part (top) and imaginary part (bottom) of the magnetic induction
By in the airgap as a function of the x-position. Solid lines: heterogeneous
SMC. Dashed lines: homogeneous SMC.

FIG. 12. Heterogeneous SMC: modulus of the harmonic induced current
density Jz (unit: A=mm2) in the magnetic circuit. Colormap is saturated (data
with Jz . 8 A=mm2 exhibit the same color as Jz ¼ 8 A=mm2) (maximum
current density: 18:2 A=mm2).

FIG. 13. EC loss density U (averaged for every cell or virtual cell, unit: J=m3).
(a) Heterogeneous SMC (maximum value: 1850 J=m3). (b) Homogeneous SMC
(maximum value: 1690 J=m3). Colormaps are saturated (data with U .
1000 J=m3 exhibit the same color as U ¼ 1000 J=m3).
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It should be noted that only 27 virtual cells (which means
1:7% of the total number of virtual cells which is 1580) exhibit an
absolute error on the EC loss density prediction of more than 3%.
These cells are essentially located in the inner corners of the mag-
netic circuit geometry, where the magnetic field varies spatially
rapidly (see Fig. 10) and which makes the homogenization assump-
tion of a unit cell being a good representative volume element
(RVE) fail.

Finally, the total EC loss (linear density in the out-of-plane
direction) on the whole magnetic circuit is evaluated. The heteroge-
neous model gives a value of 0:722 15 J=mm while the homoge-
neous model predicts a value of 0:724 91 J=mm. The error on total
EC loss prediction for the magnetic circuit is less than 0:5%.

These results show that the developed homogenization model
is very accurate for modeling SMC in the case of linear magnetic
behavior, both from the point of view of magnetic permeability and
for the evaluation of EC losses. Section III C 2 will also verify the
accuracy of the model when nonlinear magnetization of iron is
considered.

2. Nonlinear magnetic behavior

Since the magnetic behavior of iron is nonlinear, the FEM
studies are time-dependent studies. Transient behavior is discarded
and only steady-state results are shown in this section. An external
sinusoidal current density is forced in the coil,

Jextz (t) ¼ +J0 � sin(2πft): (21)

J0 value is chosen so that a major part of the magnetic circuit
reaches magnetic saturation in order to differentiate from the previ-
ous study (linear magnetic behavior).

The homogenized model is a lossless model, with a posteriori
estimation of EC losses. In order to quantitatively compare the pre-
diction of EC losses from the homogenized SMC, Eq. (14) will be
averaged on every virtual cell with

eU ¼ ξ2σ2L22α
2

12

ðT
0

@hB(t)ivc
@t

����
����2 dt, (22)

where the operator h�ivc indicates a volume average over a virtual
cell.

Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show the distribution of magnetic
induction for both models, at the same instant (when the external
sinusoidal current density in the coil reaches its maximum). It can
be seen that the homogenized model predicts a magnetic field dis-
tribution very similar to the one from the heterogeneous model,
demonstrating that the homogenized magnetization curve (shown
in Fig. 7) accurately represents the macroscopic magnetic behavior
in that case.

The time evolution of magnetic induction at the center of the
airgap is also verified in Fig. 16. It can be seen that homogenizing
the magnetic circuit is a valid approach even with nonlinear mag-
netic behavior, the error staying below 2%.

However, it is observed that the homogenized model slightly
overestimates the magnitude of the magnetic induction (for the
same current applied in the coil) by 2% on average. This can be
explained by the fact that the SMC in the homogenized model does
not exhibit any loss (null macroscopic conductivity), while the het-
erogeneous model exhibits some EC loss in every cell.

Figure 17 shows the distribution of the out-of-plane (z direction)
eddy current in the heterogeneous model at t ¼ 0:5ms (steady-state).

FIG. 15. Norm of the magnetic induction kBk (unit: T) in the magnetic circuit at
t ¼ 0:25 ms (steady-state). (a) Heterogeneous SMC (maximum induction:
3.4 T). (b) Homogeneous SMC (maximum induction: 3.0 T). Colormaps are
saturated (data with kBk . 2:2 T exhibit the same color as kBk ¼ 2:2 T).

FIG. 14. Relative error ξ (unit: %) on EC loss density estimation eU. Colormap
is saturated (data with Error(%) . 10% exhibit the same color as Error(%) ¼
10% and data with Error (%) , �10% exhibit the same color as
Error(%) ¼ �10%) (extremum values: �11% and 19%).
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Each inclusion exhibits a null net current at any time, showing a
perfect insulation condition.

Figure 18(a) shows the EC loss density U determined for
every unit cell from Eq. (5) with the heterogeneous model and
Fig. 18(b) shows the EC loss density eU predicted from Eq. (22)
using the homogeneous model. Similarly to the conclusions with
linear magnetic behavior, the EC loss density is accurately predicted
by the homogenized model with nonlinear magnetic behavior.

Figure 19 shows the error between the two models [see Eq. (20)].
It should be noted that only 56 virtual cells (which means 3:5% of the
total number of virtual cells) exhibit an absolute error on the EC loss
density prediction of more than 6%.

Finally, the total EC loss (linear density in the out-of-plane
direction) on the whole magnetic circuit is evaluated. The heteroge-
neous model gives a value of 0:481 58 J=mm while the homoge-
neous model predicts a value of 0:503 56 J=mm. The overestimation
of total EC loss prediction for the magnetic circuit is close to 4:5%.
It is observed that EC loss density U is overestimated on most areas
of the magnetic circuit, and the error is globally much higher than
the one observed in the linear magnetic case. A similar observation
was made on the magnetic induction distribution in Fig. 15.

FIG. 16. Time evolution of the magnetic induction By in the center of the airgap
during one period (steady-state). Solid line: heterogeneous SMC. Dashed line:
homogeneous SMC. Dotted line: external current density in the coil (given as a
reference for visualizing the phase shifting).

FIG. 17. Heterogeneous SMC: induced current density Jz (unit: A=mm
2) in the

magnetic circuit at t ¼ 0:5ms (steady-state). Colormap is saturated (data with
Jz . 6 A=mm2 exhibit the same color as Jz ¼ 6 A=mm2) (maximum current
density: 13:6 A=mm2).

FIG. 18. EC loss density U (averaged for every cell or virtual cell, unit: J=m3).
(a) Heterogeneous SMC (maximum value: 538 J=m3). (b) Homogeneous SMC
(maximum value: 527 J=m3). Colormaps are saturated (data with U .
500 J=m3 exhibit the same color as U ¼ 500 J=m3).

FIG. 19. Relative error (unit: %) on EC loss density estimation eU with the homo-
geneous model compared to the value from the heterogeneous model.
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An error of 2% on the magnetic induction will actually induce a
4% error on the EC losses because of their quadratic dependence
on B [see Eq. (14)].

But overall, these results confirm that the developed homoge-
nization model is able to predict the EC losses in SMC with a satis-
fying accuracy even in the case of nonlinear magnetic behavior.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Magnetic properties of high concentration SMC can be esti-
mated with the presented semi-analytical homogenization models.
Both magnetic behavior and the level of EC losses are accurately
estimated, even with nonlinear magnetization for iron particles.
These models can deal with a nonuniform magnetic field (the field
is in-plane in this study) in the composite, which means they can
also be used for the study of 3D SMC.

Compared to the usual numerical approaches used when non-
linear magnetic behavior is considered, the results show that the
semi-analytical approach provides an accurate estimate of EC losses.

Full-field FEM computations have been performed on a tiny 2D
magnetic circuit in order to validate the homogenization approach.
Results show that the homogenized behavior of SMC can be imple-
mented in FEM computations in order to greatly reduce the size of
the problem (and thus greatly reduce the computation time).

The models keep their accuracy as long as skin effect can be
neglected (in the presented application, the models are very accurate
when the frequency is less than 20 kHz). For higher frequencies with
nonlinear magnetic behavior, numerical models are required since
an analytical description of EC losses is not possible anymore.

A possible improvement of the models in the future would be
to consider more realistic microstructures of SMC bringing some
randomness in the inclusion sizes and shapes. It is anticipated that
the models will still remain accurate because the key assumption of
the models (a uniform magnetic field in the inclusions) should still
be verified. The EC losses will be more difficult to homogenize
with random inclusions, but strategies that can consider random-
ness in microstructures have shown interesting potential.34
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